
Thinking is Interplay 
It’s human thinking that’s interesting, not 
“machine thinking” per se. The fascination and 
revelation always is human thinking, and along 
with it, the recognition that thinking happens in a 
medium.  


When we study media, and thinking, we 
recognize the possibility of creating new kinds of 
media that better engage human thinking. We 
can explore the dynamic of thinking, peer into the  
[wide/narrow] [macro/micro] [environment/
focus] dynamic, or interplay, that seems always 
present in thinking. This can inspire new kinds of 
innovations in digital media, driven by a 
pragmatic search for new methods that better 
amplify the interplay between wide and narrow, 
and thus amplify the power of thought.


We don’t know how thinking happens. No one 
does. But we can make simple observations 
about it, through discussion. This is the purpose 
of new research we’re conducting. We’re filming 
conversations with thinkers, thinking people, 
about their own thinking. These conversations 
will form the basis of a new film, “Interplay”, a 
film about the nature of thinking.


THE WIDE 

We think widely, conceptually, environmentally, 
about whole things, and in some fields of work 
that's expressed in one kind of medium: models 
(physical, digital, mental). This kind of thinking is 
recognizable in other fields as concepts, broad-
brush ideas. The concept of “wide” is central to 
all kinds of thinking, in all fields of work and in 
everyday life. 


THE NARROW 

And we think in narrower ways, focusing with 
articulate intensity in ways that make the whole 
resonate. This, in some professions, is expressed 
in the medium called drawing. A drawing draws 
one’s attention to something, narrowing from 
everything and everywhere in a wide 
environment, to somewhere and something, 
something that matters.


These two things, wide and narrow, environment 
and focus, are components of human thinking. 
Thinking, it seems, is the interplay between them. 
It’s in some kind of oscillating dance back and 
forth between them that thinking happens and 
understanding grows. Understanding grows in 
the interplay.


A Film about 
Thinking 
Interviews with people about the interplay 
between wide and narrow in their thinking, and 
the development of thought through media



Contact Us 
Tangerine does basic field research into how people 
think. We believe in this research, so we’re making a 
film about it. We also believe in the development of 
media itself. Because thinking and media are closely 
intertwined, media’s development is worth 
investment. Innovations in digital media that amplify 
the interplay between wide and narrow, environment 
and focus, will provide fertile new ground for the 
development of thought and the growth of 
understanding. We can bring new power to thinking, 
both for human understanding and for machine 
parsing. Interested? Contact us.


Thinking happens in the 
interplay, in an oscillating 
dance between wide and 
narrow, environment and 
focus

A Film about Thinking 
Tangerine is making a film about thinking, through 
conversations with architects, engineers, builders, 
artists, scientists, and others in other fields. We’ll tell 
the story that thinking happens, and understanding 
grows, in a kind of interplay between wide and narrow, 
and unfolds through media.

Cognitive Systems 
Tangerine is engaged with what happens when new 
kinds of media intersect with IBM Watson. Watson, 
immersed in such an environment, will find it fertile 
ground, rich with cross-data type detectable 
correlation. This will help people engage in 
meaningful conversations about things that matter.

New Forms of Media 
Tangerine provides consulting services, to software 
companies, regarding innovations in digital media. 
We help software and media companies envision 
new innovations in media, driven by the idea of 
amplifying this interplay, between wide and narrow, 
environment and focus. In doing so, media can 
become more conversant with us as we think, 
provide a more fertile field in which we can 
recognize, express, develop, unfold, and 
communicate our thinking. Now is the time, because 
now it is possible, for significant innovations in 
media. We can aim very high: better media, a better 
field for thinking.
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